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2016 Enhancements  

Advanced Cell Phone Forensic Software 

Advanced Pincode/Passcode/pattern breaking software 

Brute Force Acquisitions of Chinese Chipset and South American phones 

New E-Discovery Solutions for Fraud Examiners 
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Secure View was the first mobile forensic tool on the US market and still the only 

major tool designed and built in the USA.  

 Over 13,000 device profiles supported including tablet computers.  

 The largest directory of feature (burner, throw away) phones in the 

industry. 

 Easy to use and implement in the field.  

 Logical and Physical Acquisitions 

 Multiple form factors including Software and Hardware based.  

 

 

 

 

 
Secure View software license.   Secure View NUC high powered computer. 
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Secure View 

acquires data 

from 

thousands of 

phones.  You 

can easily 

choose from 

makes, 

providers or 

manufacturers.  

Secure View 

not only 

acquires data 

from the most 

popular new 

phones, but 

also has been 

designed as the 

top forensic 

platform for 

acquiring data 

from cheap 

throw-away 

and burner 

phones as well.  

Can’t find your 

exact make or 

model, no 

problem. 

Simply choose 

Android or 

iPhone and 

you’re all set. 
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Secure View 4 is capable of acquiring deleted data and application data through 

our new advanced logical acquisition process.  This process pulls the most 

important data off of phones where physical dumps are impossible.  

Hundreds of applications are supported by Secure View and are easily viewed in 

our analytics and reporting features. 
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Deleted data can easily be sorted through and analyzed. 

 

Our file search allows you to view all files found on the phone.  Similar and 

identical pictures can be easily found between conecting cases.  GPS coordinates 

can be mapped out and easily used to place the suspect at the scene of the crime.  
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Secure View allows you to view text messages by their actual thread.  This allows 

for the jury to easily understand the conversations between suspects.  

 

 

Our all new advanced link analysis allows for advanced analytics to be run on call 

history, text history and other important data linking and connecting suspects.  
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SV Strike 1.0 Launched April, 2015 

 The only product of its kind to acquire pincodes on both iPhones 

and Androids  

 Easy to use, upgradable interface designed in the USA  

 SV Strike is Adaptive and Intuitive making the software easily 

updatable  

 SV Strike uses USB cameras to take pictures of EVERY missed 

attempt and final acquisition. This allows for better reporting and 

keeps the product forensically sound  

 SV Strike has the ability to text or email the user once the software 

has finished its acquisition. This allows the user to simply set the 

software and go about other tasks  

 Built by Susteen Secure View with over 10 years of experience in 

mobile forensics  
 

 

  SV Strike allows for the use of a sensor 

    or USB camera to capture correct pin 

  SV Pin capabilities for acquiring pincodes 

    off of old CDMA cell phones with  

    Qualcomm chipsets  

  Software compatible with most PC 

    operating systems 
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SV Strike 1.1 launched July, 2015 

 New smaller SV Strike hardware 

 Purpose built with increased memory  

 Easily upgradable  

 Initiated advanced passcode acquisitions including lists of commonly used passcodes 
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SV Strike became SV Quantum November 2015 

 Newest version now supports pattern locks on Android phones 

 Ability to acquire pincodes from disabled iPhones 

 Ability to acquire data from phone* 

 Ability to report on data acquired on phone* 

 

 

 *The only Mobile Pincode/Passcode breaker in the world to allow for acquisitions.  

 

The Quantum Strike executes a leap forward in mobile phone pincode/passcode acquisitions.  

The software allows for the brute forcing of pattern locks off of popular Android phones.  Our 

engineers were able to emulate the movement of a mouse on the phone screen with minimal 

setup by the user.  Once the user configures the software to recognize each point on the screen, it 

is capable of emulating movement from point to point.   

The Quantum Strike will be the first brute force pincode/passcode breaker with the capability to 

also acquire data from the cell phone or tablet computer.  Utilizing our Secure View acquisition 

engine, the Quantum Strike can be set to acquire data easily once the phone has been broken 

into.   

1. Increase field acquisitions   2.  Lessen the time to acquire data 
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SV Strike “Ninja” March, 2016 

The SV Strike “Ninja” will be the most powerful tool in a counterintelligence mobile forensic 

arsenal.  Capable of brute forcing pincodes on thousands of cell phones including Chinese 

and South American models.  Designed for our Border Patrol and Department of Defense 

customers, the “Ninja” can be easily deployed in the field as well as in a lab. 

 

The above picture showcases android phones as well as other models that no current pincode 

breaker can get into, due to their limited interface and lack of USB OTG.  The “Ninja” can 

access these phones by pinpointing the location of each number and manually pressing it.  The 

“Ninja” can go through thousands of codes and allows access to these locked phones for the first 

time.  

Susteen is leveraging our 18 years of cell phone expertise.  Our database of thousands of phones 

allows us to easily program the “Ninja” to meet each individual form factor.  Every variation of 

screen size and phone width and height can create thousands of variations, but our engineers 

have created a hardware/software combination that can be easily adjusted, calibrated and 

improved.  

 

 

 


